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SURPLUS IS THE BYWORD FOR HIGH-CLASS AND TRENDY LEISURE TIME AND OUTDOOR
CLOTHING. SINCE 1983, WE HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFULLY ENGAGED IN THE FIELD OF TEXTILE
GARMENTS. LONG YEARS OF EXPERIENCE HELPED US DEVELOP OUR LABEL SURPLUS RAW
VINTAGE CONSISTENTLY AND HAVE BEEN SETTING NEW TRENDS. IN OUR CATALOGUE, YOU
WILL COME ACROSS THE COVETED CLASSIC ITEMS ALONG WITH NEWLY-DESIGNED ARTICLES IN FAMILIAR SURPLUS STYLE.

Subject to deviations in colour between the illustrations in our catalogue, on our website and the articles themselves are no defects but printing related. We reserve the right to minor deviations in colour, design and commercially common deviations as well
as technical changes intended to improve the merchandise.

Windbreaker

20-7001-03
black S-XXL

20-7001-06
white S-XXL

20-7001-22
woodland S-XXL

Oversize
20-7001-93
black 3XL-5XL

Water-repellent hood with a
stick.
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20-7001-01
olive S-XXL

20-7001-05
brown S-XXL

20-7001-14
beige S-XXL

20-7001-26
urban S-XXL

20-7001-31
nightcamo S-XXL

20-7001-55
desertstorm S-XXL
Rain jacket made of breathable, windproof and waterrepellent nylon tissue with a high-closing chest zip, integrated chest pocket, side pockets on either side - all
provided with zippers - as well as draw cords in the hood
and waist.
Material: 100% nylon. Lining: 100% polyester.
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Sailor

Windbreaker Zipper

20-7003-03
black S-XXL

20-7002-03
black S-XXL
Oversize
20-7002-93
black 3XL-5XL

20-7002-42
blackcamo S-XXL

Rain jacket with full-length zipper. Mesh lining inside. Two zipped side pockets. Hood
with drawstring, large waist and sleeve
bands.

Just like the classical rain jacket from SURPLUS Raw
Vintage, this one is equally made of breathable, windproof and
water-repellent nylon fabric. Ideal for stormy encounters…The
front zipper as a new feature does away with the overhead jacket.

Material: 100% nylon

Material: 100% nylon. Lining: 100% polyester.
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Brooklyn

20-3597-63
black S-XXL

The ideal in-between jacket for him. Classical features
of the M65 jacket have been kept. All 10 pockets and the
collar are reinforced with flexible wires, thus individually
shapeable.

Stonesbury

20-3595-03
black S-XXL

This plain winter jacket does need no trendy and stylistic
features. Only the typical washed effect of the SURPLUS
Vintage series along with the large hood do offer a fashionable sight. Thick sleeve bands and a warm teddy lining
(not detachable) protect against wind and weather.

Material: 100% cotton.
Material: 70% cotton; 30% nylon.
Lining: 100% polyester.
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M65 Regiment

20-2501-42
blackcamo S-XXL

20-2501-55
desertstorm S-XXL

20-2501-74
beige S-XXL

The classical M65 Regiment jacket featuring an extremely washed design offers many applications. Extremely
warm thanks to the detachable lining made of fake fur.
For the strong guys available up to 5XL.

Detachable lining
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20-2501-61
olive S-XXL

20-2501-63
black S-XXL

Oversize
20-2501-91
olive 3XL-5XL

Oversize
20-2501-93
black 3XL-5XL

Material: 100% cotton. Lining: 67% cotton, 33% nylon.
Sleeve lining: 100% nylon. Hood: 100% cotton.
Liner, detachable: 100% nylon. Lining: 100% polyester.
Sleeve lining: 100% nylon. Collar: 100% acrylic. Padding: 100% polyester.
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Savior

20-3588-17
anthracite S-XXL

Gently soft water-repellent micro fibre jacket featuring trendy wash
effects, hood (not detachable), 2 large pockets at waist height, press
studs, zipper and button tape, leather applications at the end of draw
strings of the hood.
Material: 45% polyester, 36 % cotton, 19% nylon.
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Vintage Supreme
20-2401-05
brown S-XXL

20-2401-63
black S-XXL

20-2401-61
olive S-XXL

The new generation of the M65 line. Slightly-fitted jacket in the look of a Parka! A perfect design:
Faded colours, contrast stitching, sleeve bands, hood, lining made of imitation fur, many practical
pockets and zipper front band. Manufactured with much passion for detail.
Jacket lining: 60% polyester, 40% acrylic.
Sleeve lining: 100% nylon. Padding: 100% polyester.
Sleeve band: 70% acrylic, 30% polyester.
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Heritage Vintage
20-3587-63
black

20-3587-74
beige S-XXL

20-3587-61
olive S-XXL

A light summer jacket tailored to enhance the figure
with Vintage stick sewn both on sleeve and breast
pocket. Washed colours in sprayed-used-look.
Zipper and button tape.
Material: 100% cotton.
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BDU washed

20-3586-62
woodland S-XXL

20-3586-63
black S-XXL

20-3586-61
olive S-XXL

The ideal summer jacket for hobby, sports and leisure time.
4 attached pockets with concealed button closure, reinforced
elbow area, concealed button tape.
Material: 100% washed cotton.
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M65 Feldjacke

20-3501-01
olive S-XXL

20-3501-03
black S-XXL

20-3501-22
woodland S-XXL

Oversize
20-3501-91
olive 3XL

Oversize
20-3501-93
black 3XL-5XL

Oversize
20-3501-92
woodland 3XL

A durable Parka of the US Armed Forces. A very practical and durable
jacket, for outdoor activities, leisure time and craftsmen. Inner lining is
detachable. Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Lining made of 100%
polyester.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Lining: 100% polyester.
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M65 washed

20-3500-61
olive S-XXL

20-3500-63
black S-XXL

The M65 classic in winter edition. Lining is not detachable!
Material: 100% stone washed cotton. Inner lining: 100% cotton. Padding: 100% polyester.
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CWU

20-3506-03
black S-XXL
Oversize
20-3506-93
black 3XL-5XL

Windproof and water-repellent blouson
with reinforced seams, pouch flaps, collar can
be turned up.
Material: 100% nylon. Lining: 100% polyester.
Padding: 100% polyester.
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20-3506-20
navy S-XXL

MA1

MA2

20-3503-03
black S-XXL

20-3508-03
black S-XXL

Oversize
20-3503-93
black 3XL-5XL

Oversize
20-3508-03
black 3XL

Windproof and water-repellent
reversible jacket traditionally tailoured with
fluorescent orange-coloured inner lining.
Material: 100% nylon. Lining: 100% nylon.
Padding: 100% polyester.

Unlike the CWU jacket, the MA2 features a
removable fake fur collar and stitched lining.
The sleeve and waist bands are long and heat
insulating. The pouch flaps protect the content against moisture.
Material: 100% nylon. Lining: 100% nylon.
Padding: 100% polyester.
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King George 59

20-3515-03
black S-XXL

20-3515-10
navy S-XXL

The British look and feeling! Waist length jackets with a soft inner lining, two buttonable insertion pockets and a stand-up collar provided
with button tape.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Inner lining: 100% polyester.
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20-3515-44
off-white S-XXL

King George hooded

20-3516-03
black S-XXL

The classic complemented by a hood.
Material: Jacket 65% polyester, 35% cotton.
Inner lining: 100% polyester.
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Fleece Hoodie Zipper

+
20-7010-03
black S-XXL

find your match:
vest 41-3587-03
see page 44

20-7010-03
black 3XL

Gently soft fleece jacket with a high-closing collar and a nylon hood.
Inside, the fleece is completely sewn with a high-quality membrane fabric,
thus making the jacket windproof and water-repellent. An ideal item in cold
and wet weather.

Water-repellent hood.
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Material: Jacket made of polar fleece (100%) with a membrane tissue inside.
Lining and hood: 100% nylon.

Mens Pea Coat

20-4030-03
black S-XXL

20-4030-04
grey S-XXL

Unerring in sailor´s style. A classic with an anchor
pattern embossed on the buttons. A high-closing
collar.
Material: 70% wool, 30% viscose.
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Crown Coat

20-4035-03
black S-XXL

Plain in style and equally elegant: Double breasted and buttonable, 2 flap
pockets, 2 inside pockets, shoulder flaps, wide belt loops along with a matching soft belt and large lapels. The real highlight is the inside lining shimmering red-black designed in a posh pin-striped look. Truly regal with a discreet
tone-in-tone S&T stick and a Crown emblem sewn on the left arm!
Inner lining displaying crown label.
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Material: 70% wool, 30% viscose. Lining: 100% polyester.

H O O D I E S , T- S H I R T S , S H I R T S A N D V E S T S

Hoodie mit Zipper

40-3661-03
black S-XXL

40-3661-05
brown S-XXL

Basic sweat jacket in heavyweight quality in an extremely washed-out
dye. A few differences make it a unique item. The hemlines are reinforced
with tight sweatbands and the hood´s lining is made of coarse-meshed
mesh tissue.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Henley Shirt

40-3670-03
black S-XXL

40-3670-04
grey S-XXL

40-3670-05
brown S-XXL

A much different hoodie! Added to the colourful and striped hood is a
button tape that leaves more air to pass through. The Henley Shirt is
made of heavy cotton with a high-quality S&T patch sewn upon the
chest.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Hoodie

40-3660-03
black S-XXL

40-3660-04
grey S-XXL
A somewhat lighter cotton quality!

Heavyweight destroyed Hoodie featuring pouch pokkets, a thick inner lining, tightly-woven SURPLUS stick
and deliberately frayed hemlines. Velvet ribbon inside,
extreme Vintage-Wash.
Material: 100% cotton.
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40-3660-05
brown S-XXL

Hoodie mit Zipper

40-3662-10
navy S-XXL

The twin of the SURPLUS Hoodie in destroyed look
featuring a zipper and a stick lettering in destrovyed-look.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Stripe Hoodie

40-3665-04
grey/grey-blue S-XXL

40-3665-06
grey/white S-XXL

Made of super cuddly cotton and providing a cosy feeling. Slightly
tailored and designed in the coveted Vintage look. Deliberately frayed
seams, washing-outs, S&T applications sewn upon the chest and
extra wide sleeve and waist bands.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Raw Vintage Tee

10-6002-03
black S-XXL

10-6002-04
grey S-XXL

Slim-Fit shirt from the Raw Vintage series in its typically casual, genuine look. Each shirt
receives many elaborate washing and finishing processes to get its own style. Partly printed and in parts embroidered with lavish, frayed patches. 100% high-quality, ultra soft, prewashed cotton.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Destroyed Polo

12-6001-03
black M-XL

12-6001-04
grey M-XL

12-6001-05
brown M-XL

Fitted polo shirt made of pure cotton, washed out and featuring an extra stiff collar. SURPLUS eagle stick. This article underwent many elaborate procedures, thus
looking real worn.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Motion Polo

12-6050-03
Skull & Roses
black M-XL

12-6051-03
Wing Skull
black M-XL

12-6052-06
Viper
white M-XL

Vintage shirts from the Printed-Polo-Line, pure cotton, washed out and featuring an extra stiff
collar. Extreme Vintage washing. (Viper) Snake-print in earth tones on white background; (Skull and
Roses) a rock-like skull-/rose print; (Wing Skull) Skull print in beige on black background.
Material: 100% cotton.
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US Hemd, 1/2 Arm

06-3582-01
olive S-XXL

06-3582-03
black S-XXL

06-3582-10
navy S-XXL

The typical short-sleeved shirt of the US Armed Forces.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton.
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06-3582-14
beige S-XXL

US Hemd, 1/1 Arm

06-3584-01
olive S-XXL

06-3584-03
black S-XXL

06-3584-10
navy S-XXL

06-3584-14
beige S-XXL

The typical long-sleeved shirt of the US Armed Forces. A straight cut, easy to
clean, patch pockets, button closure and shoulder flaps.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton.
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1/2 Raw Vintage Shirt

06-3590-61
olive S-XXL

06-3590-63
black S-XXL

06-3590-74
beige S-XXL

Short-sleeved shirt with button tape and rounded finish around the waist.
Breast featuring 2 flap pockets. Design in Vintage style, abrasion and washingout effect are intentional and show that each single item is unique.
Material: 100% cotton, washed.
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1/1 Raw Vintage Shirt

06-3591-61
olive S-XXL

06-3591-63
black S-XXL

06-3591-74
beige S-XXL

Long-sleeved version of the 1/2 Raw Vintage shirt provided with a button
tape along the cuffs. Design in Vintage style, abrasions and washing out effects are intentional and show that each single item is unique.
Material: 100% cotton.
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1/2 Plain Summer

06-3592-01
olive S-XXL

06-3592-03
black S-XXL

Casual short-sleeved shirt spreading summer feeling. The cool cotton
shirt in light summer quality is based upon our TOP-Seller Raw Vintage shirt.
The casual cut with 2 flap pockets attached onto it, button tape along the cuffs
and the rounded hemline around the waist accentuate its style.
Material: 100% cotton.
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1/1 Plain Summer

06-3593-01
olive S-XXL

06-3593-03
black S-XXL

Casual long-sleeved shirt spreading summer feeling. The cool cotton shirt
featuring a classic button tape is based upon our TOP selling Raw Vintage shirt.
The casual cut with 2 flap pockets attached onto it, button tape along the cuffs
and a rounded hemline around the waistline accentuate its style.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Woodcutter Shirt

06-5004-03
black S-XXL
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06-5004-07
red S-XXL

06-5004-05
brown S-XXL

06-5004-10
navy S-XXL

A casual shirt in fashionable retro style! The flannel-like shirt in a typical checked pattern is made of a
super soft material in a light quality and requires little care. Both, casual cut more generously, but durable
and stable in shape. 2 flap pockets, a classic button tape, buttonable cuffs, a rounded hemline around
the waist.
Material: 100% cotton.
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T-Shirt Basic
10-6001-03
black S-XXL

10-6001-22
woodland S-XXL

10-6001-26
urban S-XXL

10-6001-01
olive S-XXL

+

Fashionable match:

10-6001-31
nightcamo S-XXL

perfect for wearing underneath

10-6001-80
camouflage S-XXL
A good quality classic cotton shirt. It features a double seam on the sleeve and the hemline alike as well as a
trimmed collar made of elastic rib.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Cable Shirt

06-5005-07
red S-XXL

Stable in shape and fashionable. These terms apply to the Cable Shirt in
a washed-out and blue-red checked pattern. Manufactured with finesse:
Hemlines and seams are arranged with fine wires so that the shirt can be
shaped as desired. The slim fit cut and the trendy creased-look feature are
conspicuous. A breast pocket, button tape along the cuffs and the front.
Soon available in cool packaging:
a real eye-catcher.

Material: 100% cotton.
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Ranger Weste

41-3580-10
navy S-XXL

41-3580-22
woodland S-XXL

41-3580-26
urban S-XXL

41-3580-01
olive S-XXL

41-3580-03
black S-XXL

41-3580-91
olive 3XL-5XL

41-3580-93

Quilted allround vests with an extended back forw all purposes. Water-repellent!
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Padding: 100% polyester.
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Hunting Weste

41-3584-01
olive S-XXL

41-3584-03
black S-XXL

41-3584-10
navy S-XXL

41-3584-14
beige S-XXL

41-3584-01
olive 3XL

41-3584-03
black 3XL

41-3584-10
navy 3XL

41-3584-14
beige 3XL

Light vest for profession and leisure time, 14 pockets partly featuring press studs or zips.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Rock Mountain Vest

+
Fashionable match:
41-3587-03
black S-XXL

41-3587-05
brown S-XXL

Hoodie 40-3660-04
see page 26

Vest made of a warming cotton mix. Two insertion pockets frayed at the edges, a warming stand-up
collar, zip featuring a button tape and wind flap, hemline around the waist with elastic, label on the back inside displays a discrete SURPLUS-patch, available in 2 colours.
Material: 60% nylon, 40% cotton. Padding: 100% polyester.
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TROUSERS

Airborne Vintage

05-3598-26
urban XS-XXL

05-3598-31
nightcamo XS-XXL

05-3598-42
blackcamo XS-XXL

For fans of vintage trouser a real "must have"! The Airborne Vintage –
the bestselling unisex trousers offer a high wearing comfort and a casual cut.
Material: 100% cotton.
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05-3598-74
beige XS-XXL

05-3598-61
olive XS-XXL

05-3598-62
woodland XS-XXL

05-3598-63
black XS-XXL

05-3598-91
olive 3XL-7XL

05-3598-92
woodland 3XL-7XL

05-3598-93
black 3XL-7XL
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Vintage Fatigues

05-3596-61
olive XS-XXL
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05-3596-62
woodland XS-XXL

05-3596-63
black XS-XXL

05-3596-74
beige XS-XXL

05-3596-42
blackcamo XS-XXL

Leisure pants featuring a comfortable, wide cut and many pockets
along with long strings on the side pockets (can be put into the
pockets or simply hang out loose).
Material: 100% cotton, stonewashed.
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Infantry Cargo

05-3599-01
olive XS-XXL
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05-3599-14
beige XS-XXL

05-3599-22
woodland XS-XXL

05-3599-31
nightcamo XS-XXL

05-3599-03
black XS-XXL

Trendy streetwear pants in lightweight quality featuring many patch
pockets on legs and buttocks, 2 insertion pockets, 2 hip pokets, 4 large
leg pockets. Fashionable colours in a washed design.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Athletic Trouser
05-3592-63
black XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

05-3592-61
olive XS/S, M/L, XL/XXL

A pair of trousers with no side pockets at last! This pair of vintage
trousers is guaranteed to feel good. A casual cut of light but durable
cotton fabric. Ideal when it comes to sports or leisure time. An original
only when bearing the S&T print on calf.
Material: 100% cotton.
Original calf print
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Premium Trouser
05-3597-42
blackcamo XS-XXL
05-3597-97
blackcamo 3XL-7XL

05-3597-61
olive XS-XXL

05-3597-63
black XS-XXL
05-3597-93
black 3XL-7XL

05-3597-62
woodland XS-XXL
05-3597-74
sand XS-XXL

Retro Style pants – up-to-date and each a unicum! The Premium Vintage is
available in fashioanble destroyed look along with a high-quality belt and many
pockets shut with leather framed press studs. Typical features of these trousers: frayed edges, discolouration and rusty buttons are all intentional and
characteristic of the these unique trousers.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Trekking Trouser

3

2

1
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05-3595-01
olive XS-XXL

05-3595-03
black XS-XXL

05-3595-91
olive 3XL

05-3595-93
black 3XL

05-3595-14
beige XS-XXL

05-3595-22
woodland XS-XXL

05-3595-94
beige 3XL

05-3595-92
woodland 3XL

"3-trousers-in-1": The two leg zips make these trousers a universal item.
Fashionable and extravagant zips, integrated belt, waistband provided with
button and zip.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton.
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US Ranger

05-3581-22
woodland XS-XXL

05-3581-26
urban XS-XXL

05-3581-28
bluecamo XS-XXL

05-3581-29
desert XS-XXL

05-3581-32
3-colour-desert
XS-XXL

05-3581-80
camo XS-XXL

05-3583-22
woodland 110, 115,
120, 125, 130 cm
The classic Army trousers, comfortable, easy to care for and extremely resilient.
They offer much storage room thanks to 7 pockets.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton.
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05-3581-01
olive XS-XXL

05-3581-03
black XS-XXL

05-3581-10
navy XS-XXL

05-3583-01
olive 110, 115,
120, 125, 130 cm

05-3583-03
black 110, 115,
120, 125, 130 cm

05-3583-10
navy X110, 115,
120, 125, 130 cm

05-3581-14
beige XS-XXL
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Kombi-Zip

05-3582-03
black S-XXL

Perfectly assembled trousers providing many
pockets and removable legs.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton.

Thermo Ma1

05-3588-03
black S-XXL

The thermal trousers will see anyone through
winter time: A cuddly warm lining, a water-repellent surface and a practical zip pockets make it a
must-buy-and-wear.
Material: 100% nylon. Lining: 100% polyester.
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SHORTS

Engineer 3/4 Pants

07-5597-42
blackcamo XS-XXL

07-5597-61
olive XS-XXL

07-5597-62
woodland XS-XXL

Fashionable 3/4-shorts in military look: The high wearing comfort and the numerous
applications make it a real sight. Washed colours, used-look and a casual cut are main
elements of these summer pants.
Material: 100% cotton.
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07-5597-63
black XS-XXL

07-5597-55
desertstorm XS-XXL
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Royal Shorts

07-5599-61
olive XS-XXL

Army cotton belt in vintage style.
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07-5599-63
black XS-XXL

07-5599-74
beige XS-XXL

07-5599-42
blackcamo XS-XXL

The Royal Shorts are bursting with extra features! The light but tightly-woven cotton tissue offers an ideal wearing
comfort. The many functional pockets, the discreet print on one leg and the hems on the legs make it high-quality
item. The heavy vintage-style Army belt of cotton rounds off the real vintage look. Storage room is provided in all variations - be it secured by press studs, zips or buttons. Design and functionality at their best!
Material: 100% cotton.
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Division Shorts

07-5598-05
brown XS-XXL

07-5598-19
off-white XS-XXL

07-5598-62
woodland XS-XXL

The Division Shorts are the counterpart of the Premium Trousers in an absolutely high-class
lightweight quality for summer time. A destroyed look with washing out effect, frayed edges
and a high-quality Army cotton belt.
Material: 100% cotton.
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07-5598-61
olive XS-XXL

07-5598-74
sand XS-XXL

07-5598-63
black XS-XXL

07-5598-42
blackcamo XS-XXL

07-5598-91
olive 3XL-7XL

07-5598-94
sand 3XL-7XL

07-5598-93
black 3XL-7XL

07-5598-97
blackcamo 3XL-7XL
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Vintage Shorts

07-5596-26
urban XS-XXL

07-5596-31
nightcamo XS-XXL

Modelled on the Vintage Fatigue Trousers. A "must" for every fan of shorts!
Material: 100% cotton, stonewashed.
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07-5596-61
olive XS-XXL

Checkboard

07-5596-62
woodland XS-XXL

07-5596-63
black S-XXL

07-5596-74
beige S-XXL

07-5596-96
3-colour-desert XS-XXL

07-5650-03
black XS-XXL

07-5650-10
blue XS-XXL

It is not only the mere design that makes these trousers
something special but their functionality as well - the Checkboard Shorts offers everything that real casual trousers need:
A large leg pocket with drawstring, front insertion pocket, 2 back
pockets, wide legs and belt loops. Simply an accomplished
mixture of style and functionality!
Material: 100% cotton.
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Rider Shorts

07-5652-05
brown S-XXL

Shorts for chill-out! Made of light cotton in checked pattern and ideal for warm summer
days. The many details, such as the embossed logo buttons or an embroidered waist band
give these shorts their real, smooth style. Besides 2 back pockets and the insertion pockets,
these shorts provide even more storage room thanks to the two large leg pockets.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Kilburn Shorts

07-5651-03
black XS-XXL

07-5651-05
brown XS-XXL

07-5651-07
red XS-XXL

These shorts have been manufactured with much passion for detail – many fond
applications, such as the embroidered waist band, the decorative logo embossment on all
buttons or the SURPLUS patch above the back pocket. Much individuality is also offered
by the colourful variations of the Kilburn line.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Combat
07-5581-14
beige XS-XXL

07-5581-22
woodland S-XXL

07-5581-01
olive XS-XXL

07-5581-03
black XS-XXL

07-5581-10
navy XS-XXL

Shorts styled like the US Ranger pants - a straight and comfortable cut.
An additional mobile phone pocket and pockets with velcro closure give it
the cutting edge.
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton.
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LADIES

Ladies Windbreaker

33-7001-03
black S-XL

33-7001-55
desertstorm S-XL

Closely-fitted girlie rain jacket made of breathable, windproof and waterrepellent nylon, High-closing chest zip, integrated chest pocket, lateral pokkets on either side - all provided with zips - as well as draw cords in the
hood and waist.
Material: 100% nylon. Lining: 100% polyester.
Water-repellent hood with a stick.
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Ladies Windbreaker Zipper

33-7002-03
black S-XL

33-7002-42
blackcamo S-XL

The popular Ladies Windbreaker with a full-length zip. Provided with drawcords in the hood and
waist as well as adjustable sleeve ends, it offers the same features as the classic Surplus Windbreaker. The upper material consists of windproof, breathable and water-repellent nylon fabric. The
cuddly and warm flece tissue protects against cool temperatures.
Material: 100% nylon. Lining: 100% polyester.
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Ladies Daisy

33-3511-03
black S-XL

The Daisy jacket is ultra warm thanks to genuine down feathers. Goose pimples - goodbye!
A fitted bomber jacket, nice to look at, featuring a removable hood (fake fur can be detached
separately). It has wide ribbed sleeve and waist bands, a Surplus stick upon the chest, a
two-way zip fastener as well as a high-closing collar.
Material: 100% nylon. Sleeve lining: 100% polyacrylics.
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Ladies Blouson

33-3510-03
black S-XL

33-3510-05
brown S-XL

33-3510-55
desertstorm S-XL

A cuddly soft blouson. Hood and body do both have a fake hare fur lining and are extremely warm.
This is a form-fitting, high-quakity and elaborate blouson featuring many extras, such as a SURPLUS
logo stick on the chest and sleeve, wide ribbed bands, zip front band, 2 attached pockets and a decorative pocket on the sleeve.
Material: 100% cotton. Sleeve lining: 100% polyacrylics.
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Ladies Pea Coat

33-4030-03
black S-XXL

33-4030-04
grey S-XXL

An elegant and fitted Ladies short jacket with detachable hood in maritime look.
Features of this chic ladies jacket: Double-breasted buttonable, flap pocket, inner lining
shimmering like silk and bearing a posh silver stick, decorative SURPLUS buttons.
Material: 70% wool, 30% viscose. Lining:100% polyester.
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Ladies Luxury Coat

33-3512-03
black S-XXL

This short trenchcoat is a class of its own when it comes to style. A classic item held
in black with elegant lapels and a belt. The narrow cut defines natural femininity along
with a timeless double-breasted button tape. Decorative strings around the cuffs and
small shoulder flaps, quilted inner lining, 2 side pockets. Length about 75 cm (size M),
suitable for the transitional period.
Material: 98% cotton, 2% elastane.
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Ladies Jamie Shirt
Fashionable match:
Ladies M65
33-3501

➡

Perfect for wearing
underneath

33-3590-07
red S-XL

33-3590-10
navy S-XL

Fitted ladies casual shirt in a hip retro-style! The shirt in typical checked pattern is made of a flannel-like, super soft, easy to care for material in light quality. A feminine cut with a breast pocket attached and decorative elements at the collar, a button tape with press studs, buttonable hand-cuffs
and a rounded hemline around the waist.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Ladies M65

33-3501-61
olive sizes 34-42

33-3501-63
black sizes 34-42

33-3501-74
beige sizes 34-42

Fitted, stonewashed summer jacket with no lining, modelled on the
M65 field jacket. A feminine cut with a nice, removable butterfly broach.
Material: 100% cotton.

Broach studded with rhinestones
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Ladies V-Neck

33-3661-03
black S-XXL

33-3661-04
grey S-XXL

SURPLUS Hoodie in vintage style with a cuddly soft inside made of light cotton. A
short cut that emphasizes the figure goes along with a sweet V neck, a small kangaroopocket and tight fine rib sleeve bands. The hood is made of structured cotton with
contrasting colour. The chest displays a high-class logo that is partly embroidered and
printed.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Ladies Hoodie mit Zipper

33-3660-03
black S-XXL

33-3660-36
pink S-XXL

The hip Vintage statement for big city life! Sweat-shirt manufactured of heavy
cotton with SURPLUS stick, elastic bands around the rib area, hood and kangaroopocket. The cut accentuates the figure!
Material: 100% cotton.
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Ladies Polo

33-6001-03
black S-XL

33-6001-36
pink S-XL

Fashionable match:
Ladies Colorado Vest
33-3585-03

➡

Perfect for wearing
underneath

A sporty polo-shirt for ladies. A slim fit made of slightly-stretchy material to provide a
comfortable and soft cotton quality. Made with much love but without knick-knack to
offer some features. Malleable, stiff collar, contrasting buttons, narrow sleeve bands
with the shirt slightly slit laterally.
Material: 95% cotton, 5% spandex.
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Ladies Colorado Vest

33-3585-03
black S-XL

Slim-fit vest for her made of super soft material. Quilted, stretchy stand-up collar, full-length
zip and press studs are concealed. The drawstring hood is detachable with a zip.
Material: 100% polyester.
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Ladies Chelsea 3/4

33-5597-61
olive XS-XXL

33-5597-63
black XS-XXL

The classic cut of a pair of knickerbockers has been modified with the Chelsea trousers and adapted to modern times. Many extravagant applications: 2 back pockets,
deliberately low waist band, middle seams running along the legs, silver-coloured press
studs embossed with logo, crossed belt loops with copper-coloured rings attached to
them as well as ribbons on the pockets.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Ladies Trouser

33-3587-55
desertstorm sizes 34-42

33-3587-61
olive sizes 34-42

33-3587-63
black sizes 34-42

Low-Waist-Cargo for ladies, cut straight and slightly flared leg. Seam around
knee area, waist hem inside contrasting in colour, wide belt loops, 2 large leg
and 2 small back pockets.
Material: 100% cotton.
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Ladies Angels

33-6012-42
blackcamo S-XL

Longtop in a hip camouflage style. Cosy thanks to fine
cotton fine rib. A feminine slim cut, sexy racerback and a deep
round neck.
Material: 95% cotton, 5% spandex.
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Ladies Tank-Top Beata

33-6011-01
olive S-XL

33-6011-03
black S-XL

33-6011-22
woodland S-XL

33-6011-42
blackcamo S-XL

A very feminine fine rib top that can be taken in. Integrated bustier for a perfect fit
without a bra.
Material: 95% cotton, 5% spandex.
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Ladies Skirt Ladies Hot pant

33-5595-03
black XS-XL

33-4500-61
olive S-L

33-4500-62
woodland S-L

33-5595-07
red XS-XL

Low rise, knee-length girlie skirt with belt loops
and two side pockets. Feminine plissée cut: Tight fit
around waist and slightly flared at the end.

Sexy Hot Pants with side pockets. The loose tie
belt is sustained by belt loops. A feminine straight
cut with the ends of the legs flared.

Material: 100% cotton.

Material: 58% linen, 42% cotton.
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ACCESSOIRES

Kampftasche, groß & klein

olive
large: 54-4008-01
small: 54-4006-01

black
large: 54-4008-03
small: 54-4006-03

navy
large: 54-4008-10
small: 54-4006-10

bordeaux
large: 54-4008-11
small: 54-4006-11

beige
large: 54-4008-14
small: 54-4006-14

natural
large: 54-4008-16
small: 54-4006-16

woodland
large: 54-4008-22
small: 54-4006-22

3-colour-desert
large: 54-4008-32
small: 54-4006-32

piggy
large: 54-4008-36
small: 54-4006-36

Army bags, large 30 x 25 x 13 cm, 100% Baumwolle/Canvas.
Army bags, small 22 x 20 x 6 cm, 100% Baumwolle/Canvas.
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punk white
large: 54-4008-39
small: 54-4006-39

punk red
large: 54-4008-40
small: 54-4006-40

red nautical star
large: 54-4008-46
small: 54-4006-46

tartan
large: 54-4008-47
small: 54-4006-47

white nautical star
large: 54-4008-45
small: 54-4006-45

camo
large: 54-4008-80
small: 54-4006-80

small: 54-4006-35
lemonade

small: 54-4006-37
snow
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BW Rucksack
54-4009-22
woodland

54-4009-40
punk red

54-4009-26
urban

54-4009-47
tartan

54-4009-39
punk white

54-4009-80
camo

54-4009-01
olive

54-4009-03
black

Ranger- &
54-4009-10
navy

Ideal for school, sports and profession. Multi-functional and expedient. Durable canvas quality holds a storage room of 40 litres.
Military bagpack: 50 x 45 x 35 cm, 100% cotton/ canvas
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Einsatz- & Fliegertasche
54-4001-01
olive

54-4001-03
black

54-4001-80
camo

54-4014-01
olive

54-4014-03
black

54-4014-80
camo

Deployment bag (small), 46 x 24 x 15 cm, 100% cotton.

Deployment bag (large) 57 x 31 x 36 cm, 100% cotton.

Bag for sports and leisure time modelled on US Air force
bag. Zip is concealed by a row of snaps.

A canvas bag shaped like hand luggage, featuring carrying loops and zip in the middle.

Parakoppeltasche
olive 54-4003-01
black 54-4003-03

Two-in-one: Main compartment with a smaller
compartment attached on it, each having a rotational fastener made of burnished metal.

olive 54-4004-01
black 54-4004-03
For cigarettes, cell phones or keys. Two solid press
studs for fastening.

Ranger´s belt pouch: 20 x 16 x 4 cm, 100% cotton. .
Para belt pouch: 12 x 6 x 12 cm, 100% cotton.
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Jägerrucksack Tactical Vest

54-4013-01
olive

54-4010-01
olive

54-4013-03
black

54-4010-03
black

54-4013-22
woodland

54-4010-80
camo
54-4013-80
camo

Much storage room and a durable material make this
backpack an all-rounder. Waterproof bottom and water-repellent lid.

Backpack rather than a vest. Many pockets
and the numerous adjustable straps offer an individual fit and make it an ideal tactical vest!

Hiking bag 31 x 20 x 41 cm, 100% cotton.
Tactical vest 57 x 31 x 36 cm, 100% nylon
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Kampfrucksack

54-4011-03
black
54-4011-01
olive

54-4011-22
woodland

54-4011-80
camo

Allowed for service in German Armed Forces when in camo! Provided with a top case
and side pockets, packing straps made of durable and waterproof polyamide fabric, plastic closure, shoulder straps and waist belt are adjustable.
Combat backpack holds about 60 litres, 100% nylon.
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US Gürtel

85-3303-

01
olive

03
black

10
navy

14
beige

80
camo

22
26
woodland urban

22
woodland

85-3304-

01
olive

03
black

06
white
10
navy

80
camouflage

US belt 3 cm (see above), 100% nylon.

US belt 4 cm (see below), 100 % cotton.

Infinitely adjustable up to 115 cm. The US belt is 3 cm
wide and features a glossy chrome buckle. Belts in woodland and flecktarn have a black buckle.

Infinitely adjustable up to 115 cm. The US belt is 4 cm
wide and features a dull chrome buckle. Belts in
camouflage and black have a black buckle.
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US Gürtel Eagle

85-3306-01
olive

85-3306-03
black

US belt Eagle 3 cm: Material: 100% nylon.
This is a 3 cm wide US belt, infinitely adjustable
up to 115 cm. A glossy chrome buckle with an
Eagle-SURPLUS branding embossed on it.

US Gürtel SURPLUS
85-3307-01
olive

85-3307-03
black
US belt SURPLUS 3 cm: Material: 100% nylon.
This is a 3 cm wide US belt, infinitely adjustabe up to
115 cm. A glossy chrome buckle with an engraved
"SURPLUS Raw Vintage" lettering on it.
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Koppel
3-pouch-cotton belt

US all-purpose strap

85-3305-03
black
85-3305-01
olive

85-3301-01
olive
85-3301-03
black

85-3302-01
olive
85-3302-03
black

SV all-purpose strap

85-3302-22
woodland

3-pouch-cotton belt: 100% cotton.
Pouches: 100% nylon.

SV all-purpose strap
100% cotton.

US all-purpose strap
100% nylon.

Adjustable up to 110 cm, 3 cm wide.
It features 3 ammunition pouches
and loops.

Adjustable up to a length of 110 cm
and 5 cm wide. Quick-release fastener with an LC2 snap lock.

Adjustable in length to 110 cm and 5
cm wide. Black buckle.
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SHOES

Undercover & Security Boots
3-hole

10-hole

10-hole-boots, Rub-Off

70-3221-00
Black, size 5-13

70-3222-00
Black, size 5-13

70-3322-00
Bordeaux, size 5-13

Material: 100% leather.

Material: 100% leather.

Material: 100% leather.
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+
14-hole-boots

matching
laces & freaky laces
on page 104

9-hole-Security Boot

70-3223-00
Black, size 5-13

70-3204-00
black, size 39-47

Material: 100% leather.

9-hole boots made of
resilient nylon fabric,
breathable, windproof
and water-repellent.
Material: 100% cordura
nylon & genuine leather.
Lining: 100% polyamide.
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Undercover Boots
20-hole-boots

30-hole-boots

70-3224-00
Black, size 4-13

70-3225-00
Black, size 5-13

Material: 100% leather.

Material: 100% leather.
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+

matching
laces & freaky laces
on page 104

3-buckle-boots

70-3323-00
Black, size 5-13
Material: 100% leather.
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Schnürsenkel Freaky Laces
70-9323-00
Punk White

70-9321-00
Punk red

70-9324-00
Red Star

Laces 100% nylon.
Laces in different sizes.
Sales unit: 10 pieces per pack.

length
colour
article nr.
for Undercover Boots
------------------------------------------------------------------60 cm
black
70-9221-03
3-hole-shoes
white
70-9221-06
3-hole-shoes
red
70-9221-07
3-hole-shoes
-------------------------------------------------------------------------160 cm
black
70-9222-03
10-hole-boots
white
70-9222-06
10-hole-boots
red
70-9222-07
10-hole-boots
-------------------------------------------------------------------------210 cm
black
70-9223-03
14-hole-boots
white
70-9223-06
14-hole-boots
red
70-9223-07
14-hole-boots
-------------------------------------------------------------------------240 cm
black
70-9224-03
20-hole-boots
white
70-9224-06
20-hole-boots
red
70-9224-07
20-hole-boots
-------------------------------------------------------------------------380 cm
black
70-9225-03
30-hole-boots
white
70-9225-06
30-hole-boots
red
70-9225-07
30-hole-boots
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70-9320-00
Cherry

70-9322-00
Skull & Bones

Freaky Laces 100% nylon.
Laces in different sizes. Sales unit: 10 pieces
per package.

SECURITY

Security
05-3584-03
black S-XXL

10-7001-03
black S-XXL

20-8010-03
black S-XXL
20-8010-03
black 3XL

70-3204-00
black, size 39-47

Trousers made of 65%
polyester, 35% cotton.
A perfectly assembled pair
of trousers featuring many
pockets and with the lettering "Security" embroidered
on the leg pocket.
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Shoes
made of 100% Cordura
nylon & genuine leather. Lining: 100% polyamide.
9-hole-boots made of
resilient leather&nylon
fabric, breathable, windproof and water-repellent.

T-Shirt 100% cotton.
Heavy cotton quality conspicuous by an elaborate
"Security"-lettering upon
the chest and back.

Jacket to be worn as a
vest as well: 100% nylon.
Fleece lining: 100% polyester.
The jacket for Security, leisure time and professsion!
The patches can easily be
hidden in the pockets or
removed from the blouson.

SIZE CHART
GTCs

Size Chart XS-XXL
Our size chart features the dimensioning of our SURPLUS
assortment from XS to XXL. All quoted sizes are body measurements. Slight deviations in colour and size may be feasible due to different cuts and differing production batches.

Ladies XS-XXL

(all measurements in cm)

Size

chest

waist

hips

32
XS
34

74-77
78-81

84-87
88-91

60-62
63-65

36
S
38

82-85
86-89

92-95
96-98

66-69
70-73

40
M
42

90-93
94-97

99-101
102-104

74-77
78-81

44
L
46

98-102
103-107

105-108
109-112

82-85
86-90

48
XL
50

108-113
114-119

113-116
117-121

91-95
96-102

52
XXL
54

120-125
126-131

122-126
127-132

103-108
109-114

1

2

3
4

Gentlemen XS-XXL
Size

body height

chest

waist width

side length

40
XS
42

160-164
162-166

78-81
82-85

74-77

105 -107

44
S
46

166-170
168-173

86-89
90-93

78-81

105 -107

48
M
50

171-176
174-179

94-97
98-101

82-87

107-109

52
L
54

177-182
180-184

102-105
106-109

90-93

107-109

56
XL
58

182-186
184-188

110-113
114-117

94-97

109 -112

60
XXL
62

185-189
187-191

118-121
122-125

98-103

109 -112
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5

6

3XL- 7XXL
We have enlarged our oversize assortment. We have arranged
the measurements of our XXL articles for you. Slight deviations in
colour and size are feasible in case of different production batches. XXXXXXXL - for those who require more.

How to measure without a flaw:

Trousers 3XL-7XL
AIRBORNE VINTAGE – page 46-47

1. Body height
measure from the soles of your feet to the top
of your head.
2. Chest/bust measurement
measure the fullest part of your bust (chest),
keeping the tape parallel to the floor.
3. Hips
measure around the fullest part of your hips
with the tape loose.
4. Waist width
measure around the fullest part of your waist,
keeping the tape parallel to the floor.
5. Side length
measure from the hip via waist down to the
soles of your feet. The side lengths quoted in
the article descriptions do not comprise the
cuffs but the hem only.
6. Inseam length
measure from the cross intersection to the
soles of your feet.

Größe
Inches
Waist width
Overall length

(cm)
(cm)

3XL
W42
110
113

4XL
W44
115
114

5XL
W46
120
115

6XL
W48
125
116

7XL
W50
130
117

4XL
W46
115
118

5XL
W48
120
118

6XL
W50
125
120

7XL
W52
130
120

PREMIUM TROUSER – page 53
Größe
Inches
Waist width
Overall length

(cm)
(cm)

3XL
W44
110
116

TREKKING TROUSER – page 54-55
Größe
Inches
Waist width
Overall length

3XL
W38
102
122

(cm)
(cm)

US RANGER – page 56-57
Größe
Inches
Waist width
Overall length

(cm)

110

115

120

125

130

(US)
(cm)

W42
3XL
118

W44
4XL
119

W46
5XL
121

W48
6XL
122

W50
7XL
124

4XL
W46
113

5XL
W48
118

6XL
W48
123

7XL
W50
128

Shorts 3XL-7XL
DIVISION SHORTS – page 64-65
Größe
Inches
Waist width

(cm)

3XL
W44
108
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General Terms and Conditions ( 2011)
The general terms and conditions shall exclusively form the contractual basis between customers and SURPLUS. The contractual partner accepts the general terms
and conditions of SURPLUS GmbH & CO. KG.
The current price list applies exclusively, whereby all previous price lists lose their validity. This requires no written agreement. The endorsement takes place through cogent action and by placing an order intended for SURPLUS. Deviations, changes
and secondary agreements hereto made shall be concluded in writing and enter into
legal effect when signed bilaterally.
Terms of Delivery
In case of new customers, the delivery can only be carried out provided that SURPLUS
has received a valid VAT number along with a valid name of the respective company.
Prices are expressly subject to change. We reserve the right to choose the mode of
shipping and the means of transport under exclusion of all liability. The customer
does have the right to organize despatch. Our offers are without obligation and subject to confirmation. Orders are generally considered applications. Order confirmations confirm no more but the receipt of the application. Acceptance of order is carried
out through part or whole delivery. We are entitled to conduct partial deliveries. The
customer is generally bound by an offer. Whole or partial deliveries are categorically
not exempt from freight charges.Non-deliveries and delayed deliveries do not entitle
to recourse claims. Our obligation to effect supply remains as long as stock lasts. The
purchaser is not entitled to withdraw from the purchase contract due to a delayed delivery. Delivery is always carried out at the risk and cost of the customer. Defects are
immediately to be reported upon delivery in writing, giving the mode and reason for
complaint. If not so, any claim against us will be void. This also applies to hidden defects.
Returns, Reservation of proprietary rights
Returning rejected goods is exclusively permissible with our consent and a once assigned unique number. Non-free packages and returns without a valid return number will be rejected. Goods acknowledged as being faulty goods by us, will be taken
back of five items and upwards. We deliver faultless goods instead or issue a credit
note. Exchanges are generally ruled out. Wrong deliveries do not automatically oblige us to carry out a postage-free delivery or an exchange. Further customer claims
are ruled out.
Terms of payment
Any purchased items remain property of SURPLUS until the payment is complete.
The common and extended retention of ownership are applicable. The purchaser is
obliged to notify us immediately in case that a third party intervenes in our property.Terms of Payment - Delivery is exclusively carried out against payment. Legal
venue and place of performance for both parties is the location of the company in Cologne.
Sales Platform ebay
Our products must generally not be sold via the auction platform "ebay". Exceptions
require an express written permit.
Rights of use of the product illustrations and texts:
All illustrations and contents are property of SURPLUS Textilien GmbH & Co. KG!
Copying, use and publishing are only permissible with a written permit. The use of our
illustrations obliges the customer to purchase the articles offered at SURPLUS. In
the event of infringement, we are entitled after issuing a reminder to prohibit the use
of the illustrations. Forwarding the data to third parties is prohibited.
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Worth knowing

Mode of payment
Pre-payment exclusively.

Freight costs
Deliveries sent abroad have to be charged individually. After placing your order with
us, you will receive a detailed offer. Your order will not be effected until you consent
to the delivery conditions. The freight costs charged depend on weight, dimensions
of parcels and distance in case the delivery carried out by a forwarder.
Costs of 1 parcel sent via UPS from our headquarters in Cologne to your destination:
Freight costs depend on dimensions of parcel(s), weight and distance. For further
information please consult external forwarders or freight cost charts.

Minimum order value
The minimum order value is 200 Euros (freight costs not included).

Packaging unit
You can choose freely from our product range abiding by the minimum order value.
Exception: Laces.

Quantity discount
Granted only when purchasing wholesale trading quantities.

Exchange and faulty goods
Our items are generaly excluded from any exchange. Faulty articles can be consigned
from 5 items upwards. They shall be dispatched with a unique return number assigned beforehand. You will be recompensated receiving flawless items or a credit
note.

Territorial protection
Not granted in any part of the world.

Rights of use of articles illustration
These can only be obtained by purchasing a
• CD (illustrations for online-shops): 100,– Euro (one-off payment)
• DVD (illustrations for catalogues, posters etc.): 200,– Euro (one-off payment)
Updates are for free! Use of illustrations without consent is prohibited!

Visiting our showroom
After arranging a fixed appointment.

Around the Clock
1

Strong-selling offers
SURPLUS offers you a wide
range of outdoor, leisure time and
military clothing. In our onlineshop, we have high-quality Men`s
and Ladies Wear as well as shoes
and boots, fashionable accessories and bags. Established in 1983,
SURPLUS has been the byword
for excellent products, competent
servicing and short delivery times
for about 27 years.

ORDER NOW ONLINE
2

Swift delivery
Short delivery times are supportive of our mission statement: the dispatch is usually carried out within one or two
working days. This is made possible thanks to our highperforming logistics centre and high storage capacities on
the ground at our headquarters.

3

Quality guarantee
Our long years of experience with our business partners as
well as comprehensive quality checks make sure that we
can offer you a wide product gammut and a high quality
level at an affordable price. We are at your disposal when
you need advice. You can convince yourself of our products
in our showroom in Cologne. Please make an appointment,
we are waiting for you.
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www.atelier-steinbuechel.de

SURPLUS Textilien GmbH & Co. KG
Niehler Straße 272, 50735 Köln
NRW - Deutschland
Tel. 0049/221 - 76 80 70
Fax 0049/221 - 76 80 755
www.surplus.de

